A comparison of the triceps surae and residual muscle moments at the ankle during cycling.
The rigid linked system model and principles of inverse dynamics have been widely used to calculate residual muscle moments during various activities. EMG driven models and optimization algorithms have also been presented in the literature in efforts to estimate skeletal muscle forces and evaluate their possible contribution to the residual muscle moment. Additionally, skeletal muscle-tendon forces have been measured, directly, in both animals and humans. The purpose of this investigation was to calculate the moment produced by the triceps surae muscles and compare it to the residual muscle moment at the ankle during cycling at three power outputs (90, 180 and 270 W). Inferences were made regarding the potential contribution made by each triceps surae component to the tendon force using EMG and muscle-tendon length changes. A buckle-type transducer was surgically implanted on the right Achilles tendon of one male subject. Achilles tendon forces measured in vivo were multiplied by their corresponding moment arms to yield the triceps surae moment during the three working conditions. Moment arm lengths were obtained in a separate experiment using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Pedal reaction forces, body segment accelerations (determined from high speed film), and appropriate mass parameters served as input to the inverse solution. The triceps surae moment was temporally in phase with and consistently represented approximately 65% of the residual muscle moment at the ankle. These data demonstrate the feasibility of using implanted transducers in human subjects and provide a greater understanding of musculoskeletal mechanics during normal human movements.